
Pioneer DJ HDJ-CX On-Ear
Hifi DJ Headphones, Black
251322

These brand-new super-lightweight professional on-ear
DJ headphones are so lightweight you might forget
you’re wearing them. Specially designed for absolute
comfort and tuned to deliver outstanding sound quality for
mixing and monitoring music, they’re also built to last.

Essential audio
The HDJ-CX professional on-ear DJ headphones are specially designed to minimize stress to your neck and body
while helping you maximize your potential for artistic expression through today’s dance music. With a minimalist but b
design, and tight, wide-ranging audio, the concept is quite different from the HDJ-X Series headphones, which produce
a more spacious sound and feature a chunkier construction. The HDJ-CX model offers you a special experience which
could even change your style of DJing.

Lightweight and flexible design
You can wear the HDJ-CX comfortably from your first mix to your last. Weighing just 136 g without the cable, they’re
ergonomically designed to minimize any stress to your head, neck, or shoulders. What’s more, the stainless steel
headband features a ladder-like structure for extra flexibility and stress resistance so you can easily find your perfect
fit.

Tight, wide-ranging sound and superior insulation
The new PEEK-PU-PEEK composite film diaphragm provides tight sound with a frequency response of 5 Hz to 30 kHz.
This means you can clearly hear the kicks, snare drums, and hi-hats for precise monitoring and mixing in any
environment. The 35 mm driver units realize the input power to reach 2,000 mW and the bass reflex chambers in the
housings improve low frequency response even further while the sound insulators create a higher level of audio
insulation, so you’ll hear the full bass sound along with every nuance in the music.

Highly robust construction
Don’t let the lightweight feel of these headphones fool you – they’re rugged and built to last. All the components are
extra tough, including the steel core of the headband. Made to withstand the rigors of constant use on the road, they’ve
passed demanding tests that other professional Pioneer DJ headphones are subjected to, as well as the stringent US
Military Standard MIL-STD-810H Shock test.

Interchangeable cables and accessories
Set your headphones up the way you like by choosing from the 2 supplied cables – straight or coiled. To make sure
you never lose your 1/4" plug adapter, clip the adapter holder neatly onto your cable so it’s always at hand. A pair of
replacement ear pads are also included, and you can expect them to come in handy eventually because these
headphones should serve you well for a long time.
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What's in the Box

    •  HDJ-CX
    •  1.2 m Coiled cable (extended length 3.0 m)
    •  1.6 m straight cable
    •  6.3 mm stereo plug adapter (threaded type)
    •  Plug adapter holder
    •  Spare ear pads (1 pair)
    •  Instruction Manual

Specifikation

Produktegenskaper

Headphone features

Wireless: Cabled

Headphone type: On Ear

Sensitivity: 103

Volume control: None

Microphone: None

Construction: Closed

Removable/attachable cable: true

Driver size: 35

Driver type: Dynamic

Frequency response: 5-30000

Impedance: 32

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 22.3

Product width: 18

Product length: 8.2

Product weight: 0.14

EAN: 4573201242419

Tillverkarens nummer HDJ-CX/XEGWL

Vikt 0.14 kilograms
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